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ABSTRACT 

Fitness landscape analysis has found numerous applications in industrial 
engineering, such as estimating optimisation problem complexity, 
predicting metaheuristic performance, and automating algorithm 
selection. In these applications, relationships between properties of the 
fitness landscape and metaheuristic algorithmic appropriateness are 
often analysed. The ability of a metaheuristic to traverse diverse areas 
of the feasible region is, however, typically overlooked when analysing 
algorithmic performance by invoking traditional measures of fitness 
landscape characteristics. In this paper, we propose three novel fitness 
landscape measures that are tailored to analyse the structure and 
degree of connectedness of the feasible region. These measures are 
related to the degree of neighbourhood feasibility, the size of the 
feasible region relative to that of the entire search space, and the 
tightness of the constraints. The significance of these measures is 
demonstrated in a suite of fitness-landscape analyses. When 
incorporated into a metaheuristic configuration machine-learning 
model, the measures yield accuracy improvements up to 6.4%. 

 OPSOMMING  

Fiksheidslandskap-ontleding het talle bedryfsingenieurswese toepassings 
gevind, soos die afskatting van optimeringsprobleemkompleksiteit, die 
voorspelling van metaheuristiese prestasie en die outomatisering van 
algoritme-seleksie. In hierdie toepassings word verwantskappe tussen 
eienskappe van die fiksheidslandskap en metaheuristiese algoritmiese 
toepaslikheid dikwels ontleed. Die vermoë van 'n metaheuristiek om 
diverse gebiede van die toelaatbare gebied te deurkruis, word egter 
tipies oor die hoof gesien wanneer algoritmiese prestasie deur middel 
van tradisionele maatstawwe van fiksheidslandskapeienskappe ontleed 
word. In hierdie artikel stel ons drie nuwe fiksheidslandskapmaatstawwe 
voor wat aangepas is om die struktuur en graad van samehang van die 
toelaatbare gebied te ontleed. Hierdie maatreëls hou verband met die 
graad van buurpunt-toelaatbaarheid, die grootte van die toelaatbare 
gebied relatief tot dié van die hele soekruimte, en die strengheid van 
die beperkings. Die belangrikheid van hierdie maatreëls word in 'n reeks 
fiksheidslandskap-ontledings gedemonstreer. Wanneer die maatstawwe 
in 'n metaheuristiese konfigurasie-masjienleermodel opgeneem word, 
lewer hul akkuraatheidsverbeterings van tot 6.4%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The notion of a fitness landscape was first introduced in 1932 by Sewall Wright [1] in the context of genetic 
evolution, with follow-up work published 56 years later, in 1988 [2]. The abstract notion of a ‘fitness’ 
landscape, formed by placing neighbouring solutions of differing quality (or fitness) side by side, gave rise 
to the field of fitness landscape analysis (FLA). The field has since grown significantly in a variety of domains 
of the literature. A central area of focus in FLA has developed around gaining a better understanding of the 
factors that influence metaheuristic optimisation performance. This has become especially beneficial 
during the process of algorithm selection. 

Many valuable contributions have been made to gaining unique empirical perspectives of the fitness 
landscape by evaluating a variety of FLA measures proposed in the literature. These measures are typically 
designed with a specific objective in mind, such as extracting crucial information about a particular fitness 
landscape feature or characteristic. Such a characterisation of the fitness landscape is typically achieved 
in a graphical and/or numerical fashion (such as a scalar representation of the degree of ruggedness of the 
fitness landscape).  

It is well known that metaheuristics often fail to uncover local optima of sufficiently high quality, and leave 
practitioners with little to no information as to the reason for the failure. This forces practitioners to use 
trial-and-error procedures for metaheuristic configuration and hyper-parameter tuning, or even to pursue 
other metaheuristic designs that may seem intuitively better suited to the optimisation problem at hand 
[3], [4]. Collectively, the implementation of a variety of these measures may aid in gaining a conceptual 
understanding of problem complexity, and assist in identifying possible stumbling blocks that a 
metaheuristic may encounter during its search process. 

In general, these FLA measures are capable of providing valuable perspectives on the nature and potential 
complexity of the problem under consideration, although they currently appear to exclude any 
consideration of solution feasibility — a vital consideration for the efficacy with which a metaheuristic can 
traverse the fitness landscapes. To the best of our knowledge, the only study in which solution feasibility 
and infeasibility were incorporated into FLA is that of violation landscapes proposed by Malan et al. [5] in 
2015. Evaluation of this measure, however, involves the use of a so-called violation function (quantifying 
the extent to which a candidate solution violates the problem constraints) in the definition of an entirely 
new landscape rather than characterising the original landscape under consideration.  

We consider fitness landscape feasibility structures as a vital part of the pursuit of a better understanding 
of good or poor metaheuristic search performance, because different metaheuristics (and metaheuristic 
configurations) handle solution infeasibility differently, resulting in different modes for traversing feasible 
and infeasible regions of the fitness landscape. Analyses of feasibility structures should, however, 
preferably be conducted without the introduction of an entirely new landscape, and in a simple and 
adaptable manner that applies to a variety of optimisation problem classes.  

In this paper, we propose three novel FLA measures that are tailored to analyse the structure and degree 
of connectedness of the feasible and infeasible regions of an optimisation problem instance. These 
measures are aimed at characterising the degree of neighbourhood feasibility, the feasible region size 
relative to that of the entire search space, and the tightness of the constraints. The measures serve as a 
quantitative characterisation of the interplay between, and extent of, the feasible and infeasible portions 
of the fitness landscape. The measures are designed for combinatorial optimisation problems, but may be 
easily adapted for continuous optimisation problems, with possible adaption suggestions provided together 
with the definition of each measure in this paper.    

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. A brief review of basic concepts related to FLA, 
metaheuristic optimisation, and automated algorithm selection is presented in Section 2, after which our 
newly proposed FLA measures are presented in Section 3. A description follows in Section 4 of the pair 
selection problem (PSP) as a benchmark context for the numerical experiments presented in this paper. 
The significance of the proposed FLA measures is evaluated in a suite of fitness landscape analyses of the 
PSP in Section 5. The measures are finally incorporated into a machine-learning model for metaheuristic 
configuration selection in Section 6, after which the paper closes in Section 7 with an appraisal of its 
contributions and suggestions for future work.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section contains a brief review of fundamental FLA principles (in Section 2.1), important metaheuristic 
optimisation concepts (in Section 2.2), and the central concepts of automated algorithm selection (in 
Section 2.3).  

2.1. Fitness landscape analysis 

From the seminal work of Wright [1], [2], the field of FLA has developed to gain a deeper understanding as 
to why metaheuristic search algorithms perform well (or poorly) and to understand the conditions that 
promote strong algorithmic performance. It is well known that practitioners typically focus on the 
demonstration of algorithmic performance rather than on its analysis. This provides little to no insight into 
the reasons and conditions for improved performance [3], and has motivated the development of powerful 
FLA measures for optimisation problems that are capable of extracting distinct perspectives on the problem 
instance under consideration.  

The formal representation of a fitness landscape, as defined by Stadler [6], comprises three components, 
namely a set 𝒳𝒳 containing feasible (and potentially infeasible) solutions, a neighbourhood 𝑁𝑁(𝒙𝒙) associated 
with each candidate solution 𝒙𝒙 ∈ 𝒳𝒳 based on an appropriate measure of distance, and a fitness function 
𝑓𝑓:𝒳𝒳 ↦ ℝ defining the quality of each solution 𝒙𝒙 ∈ 𝒳𝒳. The fitness function 𝑓𝑓 is a vital prerequisite for 
analysing fitness landscapes, as it connects the solution space conceptually with the corresponding fitness 
landscape. If 𝑓𝑓 is poorly defined, then solutions cannot be compared fairly and any extractions of fitness 
landscape characteristics are invalidated.  

This abstract representation of an optimisation problem instance generates various features related to a 
contour-like landscape in which the solution fitness (or quality) relates to a measure of height. As height 
varies over a fitness landscape, characteristics emerge that may be quantified to capture the essence of 
the fitness landscape under consideration. This quantification is achieved by invoking a variety of FLA 
measures.  

Popular FLA measures include the autocorrelation function [7], the first and second entropic measures [8], 
Hamming distance in a level [9], and the accumulated escape probability [10], to name but a few. Many 
other measures exist in the literature. The interested reader is referred to the thorough surveys by Malan 
et al. [4] and Malan [11].  

2.2. Metaheuristic optimisation 

Metaheuristic solution methodologies are approximate methods for solving optimisation problem instances 
in a computationally efficient manner. These are fundamentally different from exact solution 
methodologies, as they are unable to guarantee a globally optimal solution, but aim instead to uncover 
high-quality candidate solutions in a computationally efficient manner. Each method employs a unique 
strategy for uncovering good solutions in the search space, with many methods taking inspiration from 
nature such as ant colony optimisation [12], and other physical realms such as simulated annealing (SA) 
[13] from the field of metallurgy.  

Metaheuristics are classified into two distinct classes: population-based metaheuristics and trajectory-
based metaheuristics. These classes are fundamentally different in search progression and in how candidate 
solutions are generated and handled. Population-based methods employ a population of solutions that is 
updated or evolved during each search iteration (based on combining traits of good solutions within the 
population). Trajectory-based methods, on the other hand, only consider a single solution at a time, and 
the search progresses by perturbing the current solution iteratively (according to specifically tailored move 
operators). This fundamental difference in functionality has a significant effect on optimisation 
performance when solving different optimisation problems. In this paper, we employ the trajectory-based 
metaheuristic of SA [13] during a metaheuristic configuration case study. Metaheuristics require careful 
configuration and hyper-parameter tuning to ensure strong optimisation performance [14]. Moreover, 
trajectory-based metaheuristics comprise various core components, including, but not limited to, an initial 
solution generation procedure, a set of move operators, termination criteria, and a neighbourhood selection 
procedure.  
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An additional configuration consideration (over and above the core component configuration) involves the 
accommodation of constraints that are imposed and that dictate solution feasibility. Constraint 
management is achieved by a constraint-handling technique (CHT), which ensures that the metaheuristic 
search is directed towards feasible regions. Some popular CHTs include rejection, preservation, 
penalisation, and hybrid methods [15]. The common concern of selecting an appropriate CHT is addressed 
in our metaheuristic configuration case study. 

2.3. Automated algorithm selection 

The field of automated algorithm selection (AAS), originating from the algorithm selection (AS) problem 
originally proposed by Rice [16], has grown in research interest, with many successful methodologies being 
proposed in the literature, such as the SATzilla model [17] for solving propositional satisfiability (SAT) 
problem instances, and the Autofolio model [18], which applies algorithm configurators to AS frameworks. 
Variations on the classical AS problem exist, such as the algorithm configuration (AC) problem [19], in 
which the best-performing configuration of a single algorithm is to be selected rather than the best-
performing algorithm out of a portfolio of multiple algorithms.  

AS and AC models in the literature have demonstrated that the powerful approach of machine learning 
(also known as meta-learning [20]) is highly effective in connecting unique problem instance characteristics 
with measures of algorithmic performance [21], [22]. These problem instance characteristics, better known 
as meta-features, are typically based on various problem-dependent measures and parameters. Meta-
features may be defined according to general problem features, such as the number of variables and 
constraints or other properties of the variable domains [21]. Alternatively, meta-features may also be 
defined according to statistical measures. In the context of a SAT problem instance, for example, statistical 
measures (such as the mean and variation) of the variable graph may be used to define meta-features [23]. 
Many such feature sets are available in the literature for popular optimisation problems [24]–[27].  

A dynamic approach to extracting meta-features, proposed by Smith-Miles [28], involves use of the results 
obtained during an FLA. As each measure represents a numerical characterisation of the problem instance 
under consideration, FLA measures are well-suited inclusions in meta-feature sets. Various successful AAS 
models based on FLA-extracted meta-features have since been developed [29]–[31].  

3. PROPOSED FITNESS LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS MEASURES 

Our proposed FLA measures are aimed at analysing the feasible (and infeasible) structures of the fitness 
landscape under consideration. As described in previous sections, understanding how metaheuristics 
traverse the fitness landscape is a vital prerequisite to achieving superior optimisation performance. An 
analysis of the feasible and infeasible regions, therefore, is crucial during attempts at gaining valuable 
insight into metaheuristic performance when solving constrained optimisation problems approximately. The 
measures that we propose are described in detail in this section, and include the Hamming distance 
feasibility measure (HDFM) introduced in Section 3.1, the pocket size measure (PSM) discussed in Section 
3.2, and finally the constraint violation severity measure (CVSM) considered in Section 3.3. 

3.1. The Hamming distance feasibility measure 

The HDFM extracts a numerical representation of the degree of average neighbourhood feasibility by 
evaluating the proportion of feasible neighbours in the entire neighbourhood of the current solution. It is 
proposed here for combinatorial optimisation problems; but, with the application of a suitable measure of 
distance, the measure may easily be adapted for the continuous domain. A set ℱ of randomly generated 
solutions (regardless of feasibility) is evaluated individually to determine the average degree of 
neighbourhood feasibility. The measure is defined as 

HDFM(ℱ,ℎ𝑑𝑑) =
∑  𝒙𝒙∈ℱ 𝐹𝐹ℎ𝑑𝑑(𝒙𝒙)

|ℱ| , (1) 

where ℎ𝑑𝑑 denotes the Hamming distance at which the neighbourhood 𝑁𝑁(𝒙𝒙) of randomly generated solution 
𝑥𝑥 is considered, and 𝐹𝐹ℎ𝑑𝑑(𝒙𝒙) denotes the proportion of feasible neighbourhood solutions in 𝑁𝑁(𝒙𝒙). A scalar 
value in the range [0,1] is returned, where larger values indicate larger proportions of surrounding 
neighbourhood feasibility.  
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3.2. The pocket size measure 

The PSM evaluates the local extent of the feasible region (and infeasible region) by executing a feasible 
state walk through the fitness landscape. A feasible state walk is an iterative process during which a 
neighbouring solution 𝒙𝒙′ ∈ 𝑁𝑁(𝒙𝒙) is selected at random if the entire neighbourhood 𝑁𝑁(𝒙𝒙) has the same 
feasibility state as the current solution 𝒙𝒙 (and thus the initial solution). Once a neighbouring solution of the 
opposite feasibility state is encountered, the walk is terminated and the PSM is taken as the length of the 
walk. The PSM procedure for a feasible state walk is provided in Figure 1. For an infeasible state walk, line 
3 should be adapted to the entire neighbourhood being infeasible.  

 

Figure 1: The pocket size measure procedure 

The PSM procedure described in Figure 1 is executed for a set ℱ of randomly generated initial solutions 
(either feasible or infeasible). Thereafter, the measured pocket sizes for all solutions in the set are 
aggregated to determine the PSM for the set ℱ. The value returned is a scalar in the range [0, 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚], where 
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 acts as a computational limit (selected by the user) for very large pocket sizes. The greater the value 
returned (i.e., the closer to the aforementioned limit) the greater the extent of the feasible or infeasible 
region within the fitness landscape.  

3.3. The constraint violation severity measure 

The CVSM evaluates the degree to which inequality constraints that are imposed are typically violated for 
the problem instance under consideration — essentially evaluating the tightness of inequality constraints. 
The CVSM is measured over a set of randomly generated solutions (regardless of feasibility state) with the 
violation degree of constraint 𝑖𝑖 calculated as 

𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖(𝒙𝒙) =
𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖 − 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖
𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖

 (2) 

for an inequality of the form 𝜓𝜓𝑖𝑖(𝒙𝒙) ≤,≥ 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖. That is, the degree of constraint violation for each inequality 
constraint that is imposed is aggregated for the set of randomly generated solutions. The CVSM of an 
infeasible solution yields a positive scalar value for a less-than-or-equal-to constraint or a negative scalar 
value for a greater-than-or-equal-to constraint. Therefore, a larger absolute value of the measure indicates 
a larger degree of constraint violation, perhaps because of a tighter constraint definition. 

4. THE PAIR SELECTION PROBLEM 

The PSP is a binary selection problem in which pairs of items have to be selected from a set 𝒫𝒫 of distinct 
alternatives in order to maximise a benefit function derived from the pairs of items selected. The selection 
is required to satisfy a pair inclusion constraint set and a pair exclusion constraint set. Moreover, a 
collection of subsets of 𝒫𝒫2, called core subsets, is specified, where 𝒫𝒫2 is the set of all (unordered) pairs of 
distinct elements that can be selected from 𝒫𝒫. The cost associated with selecting pairs of items from 𝒫𝒫2 is 
also required to be managed within a specified range for each of these core subsets. The pair selection 
problem is rather ubiquitous, in the sense that it admits, upon appropriate choices of its parameters and 
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parameter sets, a variety of well-known optimisation problems as special cases, such as the knapsack 
problem and the quadratic assignment problem. 

4.1. Model parameters, variables, and constraints 

A benefit 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and a cost 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are associated with the selection of item pair {𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗} ∈ 𝒫𝒫2. Moreover, a pair 
inclusion set ℐ ⊂  𝒫𝒫2 is imposed, specifying that each pair contained in ℐ must, in fact, be selected. A pair 
exclusion set ℰ ⊂ 𝒫𝒫2 is similarly imposed, specifying that no pair contained in ℰ may be selected. Finally, 
a collection of core subsets 𝒬𝒬1, … ,𝒬𝒬𝑟𝑟 is specified, with 𝒬𝒬𝑘𝑘 ⊆ 𝒫𝒫2 ∖ ℰ for all 𝑘𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑟𝑟. The cost of the entire 
pair selection has to be managed between specified lower and upper bounds for each of these core subsets 
𝒬𝒬𝑘𝑘. 

An upper-triangular binary decision variable matrix 𝑿𝑿 = �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�{i,j}∈𝒫𝒫2
 is employed in the model, where 

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = �1     if pair {𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗} ∈ 𝒫𝒫2 is selected, 
0     otherwise. 

 (3) 

The constraint sets 

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1,       {𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗} ∈ ℐ (4) 

and  

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 0,       {𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗} ∈ ℰ (5) 

ensure that the required pairs are included in the solution and that the forbidden pairs are excluded from 
the solution. Moreover, the constraint set 

𝜓𝜓𝑘𝑘 ≤ �  
{𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖}∈𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘

𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≤ 1, 𝑘𝑘 ∈ {1, … , 𝑟𝑟} (6) 

ensures that the costs associated with selecting item pairs from the various core subsets respect the 
specified budgetary bounds. Note that the above constraints are normalised without loss of generality so 
that unit upper-cost constraint values are achieved. 

4.2. Model objective 

The objective is to maximise the normalised benefit of the pair selection solution — that is, to 

maximise 𝑧𝑧 =
∑  {𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖}∈𝒫𝒫2 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
∑  {𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖}∈𝒫𝒫2 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

.  (7) 

5. FITNESS LANDSCAPE ANALYTIC OUTPUTS 

The significance of the three proposed FLA measures is demonstrated in this section within the context of 
the PSP. Each measure was evaluated for 40 instances of the PSP, and the results that were obtained are 
illustrated graphically. This section is partitioned into subsections containing descriptions of the method of 
generation of the PSP instances and the evaluation of each FLA measure. Feature extraction computations 
were performed on the high-performance computing cluster of Stellenbosch University 
(http://www.sun.ac.za/hpc). 

5.1. PSP test instance generation 

A diverse set of test problem instances was generated for the numerical experiments conducted in this 
paper. The set comprised 40 problem instances of the PSP, ranging in size and complexity (the latter based 
on the imposition of constraints). The PSP input parameters were generated according to a mean-centred 
triangular distribution with empirically tuned limits, as summarised in Table 1. 

 

http://www.sun.ac.za/hpc
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Table 1: The parameter value conditions for PSP instance generation with parameter values 
generated within the specified limits and according to a mean-centred  

triangular distribution 

Parameter Lower limit Upper limit 
Population size 𝑃𝑃 30 80 

Exclusion set size |𝐸𝐸| 0 0.1�𝑃𝑃2�j 
Inclusion set size |𝐼𝐼| 0 0.1�𝑃𝑃2�j 

Core subset number 𝑟𝑟 0 4 
Core subset size |𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘| 0 �𝑃𝑃2�j 
Lower cost limit 𝜓𝜓𝑘𝑘 0 0.00025|𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘| 

Pair benefit 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2  0.001 1.0 
Pair cost 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2  0 0.000075(1.5(80)− 𝑃𝑃) 

The limits provided in Table 1 were settled upon on the basis of initial empirical testing, with the general 
aim of pursuing reasonable computation times for the FLA measures that were implemented and the SA 
metaheuristic configurations that were considered. Moreover, the limits of the constraint sets were tuned 
to ensure sufficient levels of solution infeasibility (and solution feasibility) in the fitness landscape, such 
that varying levels of test problem complexity could be achieved.  

5.2. The Hamming distance feasibility measure 

The HDFM was evaluated at a Hamming distance of 1 for a set ℱ of one thousand randomly generated 
solutions, regardless of feasibility state. The set ℱ was partitioned into two subsets, based on the feasibility 
state of the solutions generated. The HDFM was subsequently calculated for each feasibility subset, 
resulting in two HDFMs for each test problem instance. To provide additional insight into the extracted 
HDFMs, the feasibility proportions of the set ℱ were recorded, as well as whether any fully infeasible 
neighbourhoods (for which 𝐹𝐹ℎ𝑑𝑑(𝒙𝒙) = 0) were detected. Infeasible pockets were detected to be surrounding 
only infeasible solutions. The results are presented graphically in Figure 2, in which the vertical axis was 
scaled according to the reciprocal of the hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) so as to better elucidate HDFM 
values closer to the extremal values 0 and 1.  

 

Figure 2: The feasible (red) and infeasible (green) HDFM for 𝒉𝒉𝒅𝒅 = 𝟏𝟏, the feasibility distribution of the 
set 𝓕𝓕 (grey bars), and the proportion of infeasible pockets (blue). PSP instances with no imposed 

constraints are plotted in black.  
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It may be observed in Figure 2 that feasible solutions to the test instances of the PSP exhibited considerably 
larger proportions of neighbourhood feasibility than did infeasible solutions, with the smallest observed 
HDFM value for feasible solutions being 0.987 (and achieving an average value of 0.996). The largest 
observed HDFM value for infeasible solutions, on the other hand, was 0.030 (and achieved an average value 
of 0.005).  

The proportions of feasibility and infeasible pockets provide interesting insight into the nature of the fitness 
landscapes of the test problems. A trend may be observed among the test problem instances: for instances 
with larger feasibility splits (i.e., as the feasible subset of ℱ increases in size), the HDFM increases for both 
feasible and infeasible solutions while the proportion of infeasible pockets decreases, suggesting that the 
feasible region is better connected and more dominant in the fitness landscape for those instances. 

The HDFM results also suggest that the PSP test instances exhibited clear boundaries between feasibility 
regions, as solutions are typically and predominantly surrounded by solutions of the same feasibility state, 
motivating the consideration of a CHT as part of metaheuristic configuration for scenarios in which 
infeasible solutions are encountered during the search.    

5.3. The pocket size measure 

The PSM was evaluated for two sets (one feasible and one infeasible), each containing one thousand 
randomly generated solutions computed with a computational limit of 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 150. The proportions of zero 
pocket sizes were also recorded during the extraction process. As a result, the extraction process yielded 
multiple numerical values: the PSMs for the feasible and infeasible solutions, and the zero pocket 
proportions for the feasible and infeasible sets.  

The PSMs and the zero pocket proportions are presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively for all 40 test 
problem instances, with the vertical axis in Figure 4 scaled according to the square-root function, so as to 
visualise smaller zero pocket proportions better.  

 

Figure 3: The PSM for feasible (red) and infeasible (blue) initial solutions, with unconstrained 
instances plotted in black 

Unconstrained
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Figure 4: The zero pocket proportions for both feasible (red) and infeasible (blue)  
initial solutions 

It may be observed in Figure 3 that the feasible regions of the PSP test instances were typically better 
connected than the infeasible regions, because the feasible PSM was larger than the infeasible PSM in most 
instances. Even for test problem instances with larger infeasible PSMs (such as for instances 13 and 15), the 
feasible PSMs remain large, suggesting that feasible regions remain connected even in the presence of 
extensive infeasible regions. Smaller infeasible PSMs (such as for instances 2, 4, 11, 17, 28, 31, 38 and 40) 
are likely because of the presence of significantly larger proportions of zero pockets, as illustrated in Figure 
4.  

The results show that the feasible regions typically exhibited a greater extent in the fitness landscape than 
the infeasible regions. Interestingly, the PSM was closely linked to the presence of zero pockets, as the PSM 
values in Figure 2 related to the zero pocket proportions in Figure 3. This shows that pockets are typically 
very large, with the proportions of zero pockets being a strong factor in measuring smaller PSMs. 

5.4. The constraint violation severity measure 

The CSVM was evaluated for a set of one thousand randomly generated solutions, regardless of their 
feasibility status. The violation degree for each infeasible solution in the set was evaluated and aggregated 
for each inequality constraint that was imposed. As a result, the extraction process yielded multiple 
numerical values for each constraint (up to a maximum of eight). The greater-than-or-equal-to CVSM values 
are illustrated in Figure 5, with smaller values (close to zero and negative) indicative of tighter constraints, 
and the less-than-or-equal-to CSVM values illustrated in Figure 6, with larger positive values indicative of 
tighter constraints. The vertical axis in Figure 5 was scaled according to the square-root function for 
visualisation purposes. 

The results referred to above are presented in grouped barplots (because between 0 and 4 core subsets 
were imposed, and had to be inspected individually) with the CVSM of each inequality constraint shown. As 
mentioned in Section 3.3, a positive value represents the degree of violation of a less-than-or-equal-to 
inequality constraint by an infeasible solution, while a negative value represents the degree of violation of 
a greater-than-or-equal-to inequality constraint by an infeasible solution. The positive violation values in 
Figure 5, and the negative values in Figure 6, identify constraints as rarely violated, while the positive 
violation values in Figure 6 identify constraints as easily violated.  
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Figure 5: The CVSM for each greater-than-or-equal-to constraint that was imposed 

 

Figure 6: The CVSM for each less-than-or-equal-to constraint that was imposed 

It may be observed in Figure 5 and Figure 6 that greater-than-or-equal-to inequality constraints are typically 
easier to satisfy than less-than-or-equal-to inequality constraints in the PSP test instances. The figures 
easily and legibly illustrate the degree of tightness of each — as may be seen for the loose greater-than-or-
equal-to constraints in instances 10 and 24, as well as the tight less-than-or-equal-to constraints in 
instances 8, 10 and 25. Moreover, the results illustrate that not all constraints represent the same degree 
of tightness, and indicate which constraints are the key regulators of solution infeasibility in the fitness 
landscape. 
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6. METAHEURISTIC CONFIGURATION SELECTION 

The utility of the three newly proposed FLA measures as meta-features for metaheuristic configuration 
selection is demonstrated in the context of a case study in this section. The case study relates to the 
classification power of selecting the best-performing CHT when the newly proposed FLA measures are 
included as meta-features for the construction of a meta-learning model. Two machine-learning 
classification models are compared (one excluding the novel FLA measures and one including them) and 
the potential classification performance improvement is evaluated. The classification models are derived 
from a ranger model, a fast-implementation variant of the well-known random forest model [32]. Jankovic 
et al. [33] claimed that random forests perform best in the context of algorithmic runtime prediction, thus 
motivating our implementation choice in this paper. 

The remainder of this section is partitioned into subsections devoted to a description of the steps performed 
during the comparative study and a presentation and discussion of the results. All meta-feature extraction 
and optimisation performance collection was performed on the high-performance computing cluster of 
Stellenbosch University (http://www.sun.ac.za/hpc). 

6.1. Experimental setup 

Numerical experimentation was performed on the 40 PSP test instances described in Section 5.1, 
partitioning this test set into 30 training instances and 10 validation instances. The meta-features that were 
considered comprised a variety of general problem descriptors and statistical measures (taken from Table 
1) in conjunction with eight FLA measures (five traditional measures, namely autocorrelation [7], 
correlation length [7], the first and second entropic measures [8], Hamming distance in a level [9], and 
accumulated escape probability [10], as well as the three novel measures proposed in this paper). The 
algorithm portfolio included the well-known SA algorithm equipped with a variety of functionality options 
and hyper-parameter configurations, as summarised in Table 2. 

Table 2: The algorithm portfolio that was considered, comprising all functionality options and hyper-
parameter configurations 

Algorithm Functionality Options Hyper-parameters 

Simulated 
annealing 

Initial solution 
procedure 

Random  
Hybrid  

Move operator Bit-flip with ejection 
chain 𝛾𝛾 ∈ {1, 0.5, 0.1} 

Epoch control Number of worsening 
acceptances 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∈ {10, 20, 30} 

Temperature schedule 
Geometric cooling & 𝛼𝛼 ∈ {0.90, 0.95, 0.99} 
geometric heating 𝛽𝛽 ∈ {1.001, 1.0005, 1.0001} 

Termination criteria Iteration number 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∈ {500, 1 000, 2 000, 5 000, 
10 000, 30 000, 50 000, 100 000} 

Constraint handling 
technique 

Rejection  
Hybrid penalty  
Dynamic penalty  

The random initial solution procedure in Table 2 involves generating a random solution, whereas the hybrid 
procedure involves conducting a limited local search to generate a potentially superior solution over the 
random procedure. The move operator is a simple bit-flip embedded in a global ejection chain operator 
[34]. The ejection chain move is implemented stochastically, based on the (reducing) exponential 
probability: 

p =  0.5e−
𝑡𝑡

𝛾𝛾 ∙ 104 ,  (8) 

where 𝑡𝑡 denotes the current iteration number and 𝛾𝛾 denotes a tunable hyper-parameter controlling the 
rate of probability decrease; a single bit-flip move is implemented otherwise. The search epochs are 
delimited by the number of worsening acceptances 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and the number of worsening rejections, set to 
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 1.5 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. The search temperature is controlled by geometric cooling with a rate parameter 𝛼𝛼 or 

http://www.sun.ac.za/hpc
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geometric reheating, with a rate parameter 𝛽𝛽 at the end of each epoch. The search is terminated upon 
having completed 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 iterations. Finally, three CHTs are implemented, including rejection according to 
which infeasible solutions are rejected, a hybrid penalty according to which infeasible solutions are 
penalised based on the number of constraint violations 𝑣𝑣 relative to the number of constraints 𝑟𝑟, and a 
dynamic penalty according to which infeasible solutions are penalised based on the iteration number 𝑡𝑡. The 
corresponding penalty terms are tabulated in Table 3. 

Table 3: The penalty terms for the CHTs that were considered 

Rejection Hybrid Dynamic 

none 
𝑣𝑣
𝑟𝑟
 

0.5 ∙ 𝑡𝑡
104

 

The resulting algorithm portfolio comprised 3 888 distinct variants of the SA algorithm for which 
optimisation performance measures were collected (in respect of the objective function value (7)). 

6.2. Numerical benchmarking results 

The optimisation performance measures (for the 3 888 algorithmic configuration variants per PSP test 
instance) were collected and processed to form training and validation databases. An extract of the 
optimisation performances for the first PSP test instance is presented in Figure 7, where the vertical axis 
represents the objective function value (i.e., solution quality) and the horizontal axis discretises the 
algorithm portfolio, based on the different termination criteria. The objective function value can be seen 
to improve over longer search durations. The points in the figure are grouped according to the CHT that 
was employed, yielding a wide distribution of optimisation performance for the algorithm portfolio. As 
observed in this extract, it is not obvious which CHT is most appropriate. 

 
Figure 7: The collected performance measures for the first PSP instance 

Once both databases had been generated, they were processed for a classification machine-learning 
problem. This was achieved by filtering the algorithm portfolio according to the best-performing CHT class 
for each distinct algorithmic configuration in the problem instance. The result was a condensed portfolio 
with the best-performing CHT class set as the target variable. An important consideration in a classification 
problem is the class imbalance of the training database. This imbalance is illustrated graphically in Figure 
8 as the CHT proportions of each CHT class. 
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Figure 8: The CHT balance of the training database 

Due to each configuration variant in the database providing valuable information for a particular test 
problem instance, neither over-sampling nor under-sampling could be performed so as to reduce the risk 
of overfitting without removing valuable information. Given that no considerable class imbalance was 
present in the training data, however, the classification models were subsequently trained on the database 
without any attempt to redress the (small degree of) class imbalance present in the data. 

6.3. Classification model training 

It is well known that feature selection improves random forest prediction performance [35]. Therefore, 
the 28 most prominent features were selected on the basis of sets of feature importance scores for each 
classification model (with both models having an equal number of meta-features at their disposal). 
Interestingly, ten numerical values extracted from the three novel FLA measures were selected. Another 
advantage of feature selection is that it leads to shorter computation times for hyper-parameter tuning 
and validation testing.  

Thereafter, the best-performing hyper-parameter configuration (based on classification accuracy) was 
uncovered for each classification model by performing five iterations of leave-one-out cross-validation [36] 
— where five random instances from the training set were excluded in each fold. This method was 
implemented over the popular k-fold cross-validation, as the tuned models would only be required to 
classify a single problem instance at a time. The final hyper-parameter configurations obtained for each 
classification model are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4: The best-performing ranger configurations for each classification model 

Novel FLA 
features 

No. of trees Variable split Min. node size Splitting rule 

Excluded 250 12 5 extratrees [37] 
Included 250 9 5 extratrees [37] 

6.4. Classification results and discussion 

Both tuned classification models were applied to each of the ten validation instances. The resulting 
classification accuracies and F1 scores are summarised in Table 5. Accuracy refers to the proportion of 
correctly selected CHTS, while the F1 score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall metrics. An 
additional and insightful view of the classification accuracy is illustrated in Figure 9, where the proportions 
of all placing selections are presented in a grouped barplot. The placing selection refers to whether the 
predicted CHT is placed first, second, or third out of the possible classes. Therefore, the classification 
models aim to achieve the most first-place selections, fewer second-place selections, and the least third-
place selections.  
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Table 5: Summary of classification prediction results (accuracy and F1 score), comparing the 
exclusion and inclusion of the novel FLA measures 

Validation 
instance 

Accuracy F1 Score 
Excluded Included Excluded Included 

1 0.5131 0.5239 0.6860 0.6922 
2 0.5394 0.5525 0.1570 0.1019 
3 0.4298 0.4491 0.5292 0.5932 
4 0.4799 0.5108 0.1826 0.1663 
5 0.4807 0.4961 0.3778 0.4193 
6 0.3364 0.3410 0.3689 0.2818 
7 0.5648 0.5741 0.6661 0.6785 
8 0.3133 0.3295 0.4298 0.4586 
9 0.5208 0.5401 0.5069 0.5271 
10 0.3326 0.3472 0.4251 0.4441 

It may be observed in Table 5 and Figure 9 that the inclusion of the novel FLA measures increased the 
classification power of the ranger classification model. The classification accuracy increased for each 
validation instance, and the F1 score improved for seven of the ten instances when the novel FLA measures 
were included as meta-features. This demonstrates the utility of these measures in a meta-learning and 
algorithm selection context. 

Due to the classification accuracies of both models being relatively low, Figure 9 was generated to gain 
insight into the placings of each model rather than simply the CHT class being correctly or incorrectly 
identified. This highlights the true utility of classification models in guiding an analyst during metaheuristic 
configuration selection. It can be seen in Figure 9 that, for every validation instance, the proportion of 
first-place selections was increased, and that, for nine instances, the third-place selections were reduced, 
showing that the overall metaheuristic configuration selection abilities were improved by the inclusion of 
the novel FLA measures.  

 

 
Figure 9: The CHT classification placings of excluding and including novel FLA measures 
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7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we presented three novel fitness landscape measures that were capable of yielding valuable 
insights into the feasible and infeasible domains of the fitness landscape under consideration. These 
measures extracted numerical values that may be used to describe various perspectives of both feasible 
and infeasible solution structures. Numerical experiments were conducted that demonstrated the value of 
each measure when analysing constrained combinatorial optimisation problems. We also demonstrated in 
a case study that the inclusion of our novel FLA measures as meta-features improved the classification 
performance (between 1.37% and 6.44%) of ranger classification models during the task of identifying the 
best-performing CHTs for the SA algorithm when solving instances of the PSP.  

An interesting topic for future experimentation would be to test the utility of the newly proposed FLA 
measures in the analysis of optimisation problems other than the PSP. 
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